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Abstract: The present invention improves the surface modification of NiTi 
alloys used for instance in medical devices through treatment with hydrogen 
particles in a suitable gaseous discharge and with oxygen atoms. The technique 
according to the present invention provides the formation of biocompatible solely 
titanium oxide layer thus preventing nickel to be present in the top surface layer. 
Furthermore this enables nanostructuring of the surface which depends on the 
treatment conditions. Devices made from NiTi alloys treated with the method 
according to the present invention have improved biocompatibility; platelets do 
not readily attach and activate on such surfaces and the thrombus formation 
rate is reduced in comparison with extensively used untreated NiTi alloys. 

Experimental: The NiTi surfaces and stents made from NiTi alloy were subjected 
to highly reactive plasma in order to improve biocompatibility

Fig. 1: Highly reactive plasma chamber used for treatment of NiTi alloy.

• Prevent adhesion and 
 activation of platelets
• Improve proliferation 
 of endothelial cells

• Reduce proliferation 
 of smooth  muscle cells

Conclusions: The implantation of currently available stents often induces inflammation responses that could lead to stent 
thrombosis, which still represents a major concern in clinical practice. This condition is closely related to topology and chemical 
composition of implantable surfaces. Treatment of stent materials with H

2
/O

2
 non-thermal plasma could therefore represent 

a new generation of medical devices that would prevent clotting, thrombosis and restenosis, which are still the major limitations 
of stent technology. Importantly, within the H

2
/O

2
 plasma treatment there may lay an essential role as it can optimize surface 

properties for various applications. Appropriate tuning of surface morphology and chemical composition allows for reduced 
adhesion and activation of platelets and reduces the risk of thrombosis. The current results prove that NiTi treated with 
H

2
/O

2
 plasma is a viable and outstanding technological development, potentially enhancing the outcome of patients treated 

by percutaneous coronary intervention that can radically change further stenting practices.
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Fig. 2: Fluorescence microscopy images of human coronary artery endothelial cells 
(HCAEC) on the surface of (a) NiTi foil and (b) NiTi foil treated with plasma and human 
coronary artery smooth muscle cells (HCASMC) on the surface of (a) NiTi foil and (b) 
NiTi foil treated with plasma. F-actin is shown in green (Fluorescein Phalloidin) and 
nuclei are shown in blue (4',6-diamidino-2-phenylindole - DAPI) [4,5].  

Fig. 3: SEM analysis of stent after incubation with whole blood: (a) untreated NiTi stent 
and (b) NiTi stent treated by the method of invention. 

a.)

b.)

Fig. 4: SEM analysis of (a, b) untreated NiTi foil; (c,d) NiTi-5; (e,f) NiTi-10; (g,h) NiTi-20. 
Images b, d, f and h are taken at higher magnitude. 
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Aggregation of microbial cells for  
improved fermentation

The Jožef Stefan Institute has developed a method for controlled aggregation of microbial cells.  
The method is useful in different biotechnology fields such as plant and food biotechnology, 
environmental biotechnology, fermentation, remediation, biofouling, etc., where fermentation  
is employed. Partners are sought for technical cooperation or joint R&D projects to validate  
the technology in industrial environment.

Recently, microbiological research has indicated that the individual placement of 
particular cells is important for community functioning, since the microbes can 
transfer metabolites more efficiently, produce biofilms and develop particular niches 
based on the local physicochemical properties.  

The systems of microbial (co-)culture are hard to optimise due to different growth 
dynamics of the strains and increased distances between cells when complex 
substrates are broken down to the level that is acceptable for use by producers of 
substances. For example, scavenging oxygen is hard to monitor within the whole 
culture and currently there are no easy ways to do this. Also, the fermentation 
process is often separated into two steps, aerobic and anaerobic, and managing the 
process with currently available techniques is limited in efficiencies due to the large 
distances between the cells.
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The Jožef Stefan Institute has developed a method for controlled aggregation 
of microbial cells, which enables close contact between cells thus improving the 
fermentation. The interactions facilitate (i) exchanging growth substrates, secondary 
metabolites as well as quorum sensing molecules, (ii) scavenging oxygen due to the 
local increase of the oxygen consumption, enabling the formation of anaerobic niches 
within the aggregates.

Advantages 
• Aggregated microbes transfer metabolites, produce biofilms and develop particular 

niches properties more efficiently
• Fermentation process is simplified and optimized by fewer necessary steps
• Biofilm grows up to 10.000x faster

The novel method enables layering of the microbial cells of the same or different type 
in a way that controls the size, structure and number of aggregates as well as the 
potential spatial distribution of the different species of cells within the aggregates. 
Microbial cells are coated with charged polyelectrolytes as well as magnetic 
nanoparticles, which enables building layers of microbial cells. The process is 
schematically shown in Figure 1. A laboratory experiment was successfully conducted 
on Escherichia coli, Lactococcus lactis, different Staphylococcus spp. and Bacillus 
spp. strains, and the cells were separated from the solution.

The technology has been developed at the Jožef Stefan Institute and IMMT d.o.o., 
Slovenia. The Jožef Stefan Institute is leading Slovenian research institute with more 
than 1000 employees. The research group of the Department of Environmental 
Sciences comprises experts in the field of microbiology, molecular biology, microbial 
genetics and microbial ecology.

We are looking for partners who use fermentation in their production process 
and would jointly test and apply our developed method in the frame of technical 
cooperation or R&D project.

Stage of development
TRL 3 Proof-of-Concept Demonstrated

Intellectual property
Patent application filed in 2019

Contact details
Tomaž Lutman
Center for Technology Transfer and Innovation, Jožef Stefan Institute
Jamova cesta 39, SI-1000 Ljubljana, Slovenia
http://tehnologije.ijs.si/
Phone: +386 1 477 3801
E-mail:tomaz.lutman@ijs.si

Figure 1: Schematic illustration of cell aggregation mechanism.
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